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Furniture, but a perfect audio and video habitat regardless.
Modular. Without limitation. A timeless design. From the very beginning. That was the idea of engineers and 
designers Luis Fernandes and Bernd Brockhoff. The concept is simple. And convincing. Clarity of shape, premium 
material and an extremely well thought out interior, designed to house and showcase the finest multimedia 
technology, give it space and make it lifestyle compatible.  

Clearly aimed to meet the requirements of modern living. It puts a focus on fast-paced day-to-day life but also 
on much cherished free time. Fernandes and Brockhoff have used leisure, film, multimedia and music to recreate 
our lives. Quality is without compromise. Transformation marked by respect.

change
A modular encounter 
with possibilities, 
variations, sounds and 
dreams…  
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see
modul is GrAce. 

Its design is minimalist.
Yet it incorporates all the features that set apart high-quality furniture: exquisite material, attention to detail, 
high-quality surfaces. modul works in the centre of the room. But also blends in between French door and bed. 
It’s a sideboard classic or a pioneering wall or centre-piece. modul’s standalone design goes with 
various styles of furniture and furnishings.  
. 
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modul carcasses and connecting parts are made of high-quality materials 
and come in six different colours. For instance: matt or high-gloss lacquer, 
oiled walnut, wengé, oak or cherry.  walnut wengé oak

Six different carcasses colours

cherry white-grey black 
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trust
modul is StrenGth. 

Solid modules, steel hinges, silent materials and almost inaudible mechanics 
and functionality define it’s core idea. modul is durable. modul is perennial. modul is tomorrow. 
modul is craftsmanship without compromise. 
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modul comes with a guarantee on all components. 
All of which – carcasses, fronts, backs, drawers, hardware and 
interior fittings – are made from high-quality materials
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hear
modul is PreciSion.  

An intelligent habitat for the most 
demanding of audio requirements. 
modul copes with moods and spontaneity. 
Big sound. Little sound. Loud today. Quiet tomorrow. 
Understated. Breakfast in bed. Or sushi all round. 
Equal rights for eyes and ears alike. 
modul sets new standards. 
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modul is in-tune. 
modul uses high-grade material, craftsmanship and technological expertise 
to set new standards.It is marred by neither functional nor acoustic imperfection. 
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Virtual Surround
Various sound formats are available, 
including Dolby Virtual Surround
and three-channel movie, and these offer a 
genuine home cinema experience,
even without rear speakers.

(available only with a DVD or AV receiver, 
i.e. T+A K1 AV)

Slide-in speakers
for traditional stereo or
for a real home cinema experience with 
virtual surround sound.

Made by 
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hide
modul is MAGic.  

Cables and plugs, records and CDs, even your vintage whiskey, vanish within its modular carcass.
To sooth the eyes. All elements are variable and designed to be unidentifiable at first glance. 
What’s that element on the right hiding? Open and close to see. modul conceals some surprising details too: 
drawers that are almost silent thanks to roller bearing runners and synchronised control; fronts that open effortlessly 
thanks to spring-loaded dampened hinges. Audio-furniture or sideboard? Multimedia-centre or lifestyle furniture?
Today, the speakers are in — I’m cool and understated. Tomorrow, the speakers are out —
 I’m vivacious and loud.
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modul is even flexible on the inside. 
Allowing you to create a wide-range of storage solutions for a variety 
of objects, no matter whether they’re CDs, DVDs, LPs, the contents 
of your drinks cabinet or favourite crockery. 
modul comes in different sizes, materials and colours.
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create
modul is VAriAtion. 

It’s an intelligent modular multimedia system. For all the senses. 
Universal. Add-on in any direction. Vertical. Horizontal. The sky’s the limit.modul plays. With colours.
 With material. Plain white or do you fancy green? Spring. A fresh start. Or what about red or aubergine? 
Calm. Warmth. Emotion. Harmony. And variety — even in storage. modul is colourful. Just like life itself.
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modul
www.modulmodul.com
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